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The above combination cover, Imperial and Zemstvo is in the collection 
of Mr.E. Eades. It was mailed from Gril:'_zovets Zemstvo P.O., he.s the 4 kop 
local stamp on the back and went forward via the Imperial P. 0. at Griazovets 
19th June, 1897 to Grodno Poland, arriving on the 21st. It is aldressed to a 
soldier in the 103rd Petrozavodsk regiment, 5th Comp~ny of the Grodno garrison. 
The receipt postmark reads "Grocµ10 Lager (military garrison) Grodmo Gubernia 
P.& T.0.1" 
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DISINFIDTED CORRESPONDENCE 

By Dr. A. H. Wortman 
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At intervals throughout historical times epidemic disease has swept across 
Europe, usually coming from the East, infecting a high proportion of the 
polpulation and killing most of its victims. Historians have not always given due 
prominence to the part played by such diseases in altering the course of history. 
The bubonic plague which raged throughout the latter half of the Sicth · Century 
disorganised and accelerated the fall of the declining Roman Empire; and, although 
it is said that General Winter defeated Napoleon in the disastrous Russian campaign, 
it was Major . Typhus, or a major epidemic of it, which administered the final blow 
to the retreating Grande Armee. 

The fear engendered by these great killing diseases led to energetic 
measures being ta.ken to keep them from entering ports or crossing frontiers, and 
lazarets or quarantine stations were set up to deal wi. th the problem. Although 
it was not until the 1880's that the epoch-ma.king discoveries of Pasteur and Koch 
proved the origins of these diseases in specific microscopic organisms, 
experience had shown that "emanations" came from an infected person and from things 
he had used, capable of producing the disease in others, and methods of disinfection 
were evolved. 

Among other things, letters came under suspicion, and "disinfection" was 
achieved by holding them with tongs and dipping them in solutions such as vinegar, 
or after making punctures or slits in them, exposing them to bur:ri.ng sulphur or 
pitch. This was done on board ship or at frontier quarantine stations, or both, or 
at more than one station, especially if the letter were passing through more than one 
country. 

Although it is an easy matter for the philatelist to recognise a disinfected 
letter by its sta:i:ns or slits, there is sometimes a hand-stamp denoting officially 
that this had been done. No doubt it was very coinf'orting to the recipient to see the 
disinfection cachet, but nevertheless in many cases it nru.st have been handled with 
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tongs, its contents read and a::sorbed and then immediately consi.om to the flames, 
judging by the scarcity of these covers to-day. · Not evecy cover received a stamp, 
and it may be that only the top one of a pile was thus marked, at least in the 
later years of disinfection when the colume of correspondence was greater. 

Russia also had disinfection stations, but the only cachets I have seen 
on covers are those illustrated above. We can therefore only be certain of the 
two disinfection stations named there, Odessa and Kerch. I do not know of any 
others. 

The earliest disinfected covers, which I have in my collection are from 
the epidemic which raged in North West Russia from 1830 to 1832. Among its 
victims was the Viceroy of Poland, Constantine, Tsar Alexander I's brother, 
who fled from Poland when the . Insurrection of 1830 l:>roke out. 

Two of these covers are written in Spanish from Riga to Messrs. Huth & Co. , 
London. One is dated inside 26th May 1831, mentions "Cholera morbis" and 
shows staining. The other, dated 16th June 1831, has · staining and some punctures, 
iITegularly distributed, and mentions "la terrible infirmedad epidemi-ra". It 
goes on to say that ships from Riga would not be ad.mi tted to Spanish ports, but 
that "the disease has already lost IID.l.Ch of its strength and, by the grace of 
God, it is to be hoped that it will not continue Dllch longer and that in the 
autumn ships will be able to leave with certificates of health". Neither of 
the covers has any disinfection cachet. 

Two others came from St. Petersburg during this epidemic. The earlier 
has a two-line dated postmark in small capitals of St. Petersburg 8 June 1831 and 
is addressed to Bourg in France. It has one small cut and a few punctures and 
bears on the reverse the cachet of the Prussian disinfection station at 
Ni.mioors-att, just over the frontier. This reads "KONIGL. PR. CONTUMAZ DIRECTION1' 
in a single circle with "NIMMERSATT" around the lower half. 

The second is dated inside 1 st January 1832 and has a two-line dated 
postmark like the other one, but the date reads "1831 GENV.AR 1", the 1831 being 
an error for 1832, the post cfficial having omitted to change the figure in the 
date stamp. ( "GENV.AR" was the old fo:nn of "YANV.AR".) 

It seems likely that none of these four letters was disinfected in 
Russia, but only at the Prussian frontier. 

The earliest Russian cachets I have seen are illustrated in figs. 1 
and 2. They occur on two covers which were shown some years ago at a meeting 
of the Postal History Society by Dr . C. G. Teall and Dr. D. S. Patton who 
kindly lent them to me after the meeting so that I might take tracings and full 
particulars for future use, after deciphering and translating them. Each is on 
a cover from Odessa addressed to the Razeto firm in Genoa. 

Fig. 1 is struck in black on the reverse of a letter dated inside 
10th May 1833 and reads "ACHISHCHIENO V ADIESSKOM K.ARANTIN" or "CLEANED IN THE 
ODESSA QUARANTINE" . There are two cuts in one long side of the letter and one 
in the opposite side. This method of slitting and the position of the cachet 
on the reverse of a letter is typical of Russian quarantine methods. 
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In fig. 2 the cachet "ACHISHCHIENO PRI ATSIPLENIE G. ADIESSI" might 
be t ran.slated "CLEANED IN THE QUARANTINE OF THE TOWN OF ODESSA" but uses the 
old word "OTSIPLENIE" whose meaning, I believe, is more nearly "WOK-UP" than 
"QUARANTINE" o The cover has a double circular postmark of Odessa with the 
large fleuron which is like half a wreath, dated 25 GENV O 18380 There is a cut 
in each of' three sideso Another feature of' this cover is that it was disinfected 
a second time at Brody, whe~ it was punctured all over wi. th a rastel punch 
and endorsed in MS "Netto di f'uora." meaning of course "Clean outside". Italian 
was the language most often used in Central European disinfection cachets. 

Disinfection a second time at another frontier is also a coIIDDOn feature 
of' disinfected correspondence. Those who are interested may like to read. 
Dr. C. G. Teall' s pioneer article "Disinfected Mail" in "The Philatelist" 
Volo 13, -No o 5, February 1 94 7 o . It might however be useful to quote Dr. Teall 
here on the subject of' the rastel. "The consisted" he says, · "of' an upper and a 
lower plate hinged at one end. The upper plate bore a series of spikes arranged 
as a lattice and the lower one had holes in corresponding positions. By putting 
the letter on the lower plate and pressing down the upper one it was punched 
without producing any material damage. The holes enabled the disinfecting 
fumes to reach the inside of' the letter, although when one examines a letter 
perf'orated in this way it seems probable that this was what might now be 
described as 'wish.f'ul thinking'. 

The next Odessa marking, fig. 4, shows the usual "CLEANED IN THE ODESSA 
QUARANTINE" in capitals and includes the date, 14 March 1846 o It is from a 
letter in my collection addressed to Huth & Co., London, and this strange 
postmark puzzled me very much at first (it was many years ago!) especially as 
the word ".ADIESSKOM" was divided so ·that half appeared at the beginning of' the 
second line. There are two slits in the top edge and one in the lower, and also 
rastel punctures due to a second disinfection. 

The postmark of' origin is the small oval-f'ra.ned Odessa with the day and 
month, 1"5.3, and there is the Odessa. "Franco"' in scripto As the date of' the 
disinfection cachet is 14th. March theletter IID.1st have been taken immediately 
a:fter collection to the Quarantine and then sent to the post office the next day. 
There is a MS routing "p Warschau & Berlin" and another "FRANCO" in capitals 
probably put on after the second disinfection at the P:ru.ssian frontier. These 
examples of' a second disinfection are intriguing; either the P:ru.ssian postal 
officials could not read the Russian disinfection cachet or they did not trust 
the Russians anyway! 

Fig. 6 comes next in chronological order and is from another cover in 
my own collection, addressed to the same Razeto firm. The disinfection cachet 
is struck in black across the opening of' the reverse of' the letter and again 
contains the date, that is, 31 st October 1854. On the obverse is a small oval 
f'rrured Odessa postmark showing the line which separates the day and month but 
figures for these are missing. However the date inside is 12th November, the 
letter being written in Italian and using the Gregorian Calendar. This would 
be 31 st October according to the Julian Calendar of the Russians. It seems 
therefore, that this letter also went direc"t to the quarantine. There are no 
slits, punctures or stains and no bleaching of' the bluish paper on which it is 
written, but the disinfecting may have been done by exposing it to the gases :from 
hot charcoal for example, which would leave no stain. 
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Fig. 5 is from a remarkable cover in the collection of Mr.Eugene Klein. 
It was sent from Constantinople to Milan and was franked with one of the very 
rare T .B. Morton & Co.' s adhesive stamps bearing the letters D. & B. S .L. S. for 
Danube and Black Sea Line of Steamers. On arrival at Odessa it was taken to the 
Quarantine where it received the cachet as shown, struck on the obverse and in 
blue. There is no date in the cachet and apparently no other postmark gives the 
year, although Mr. Klein does say that there is a Russian railway postmark of 
August 29th. He thinks the year is 1869 or 1870 when cholera was again rampant 
in Odessa . (See "The Stamp Lover" Vol.XXXIV, Nos.9-10, Feb.-March 1942). 

This was rather a late date for disinfection or correspondence, which 
had been given up in most other countries following the discoveries of Pasteur 
and Koch, who not only discovered and isolated the organisms causing various 
diseases, but cultured them, ~d it was realised that they could not surv:i ve 
on letters and cause the spread of disease. However Russia again disinfected 
mail thirty years afterwards. This will be dealt with in a later paragraph. 

The Quarantine Quay is shown on a map of about 1900 as being situated 
at the South-West part of the Odessa water-front, opposite the Alexander Park, 
while the Chief Post Office was on the Sadovaya in the centre of the town. I 
have not been able to find a description of the Odessa Quarantine or of their 
method of handling (probably with tongs!) arrl disinfecting correspondence. 
Oliphant in "Russian Shores of the Black Sea" t853, says that "the person who 
supplied the quarantine with provisions was also the lessee of the Odessa 
Theatre". As the theatre paid very badly, it was to the interest of its owner 
to have as many people aspossible in the quarantine and to charge as IIIllch as 
possible for their provisions. Thus in years of IIIllCh illness there were unusually 
good companies performing at the theatre! 

When someone died on board the ship in which he was approaching Odessa, there 
was consternation on board in case all the passengers should be condenmed to 
quarantine. However it was discovered that the deceased was brother-in-law to the 
Governor of .Odessa . The medical board found that the disease was not infectious, 
"according to instructions probably received before leaving the shore" (to come on 
board) he adds, and they were al.l able to go that night to the theatre "to the 
support of which we had all been so nearly obliged to contri.bute". 

We know that Kerch-Yenikal at the Eastern end of the Crimean Peninsula, 
on the straits guarding the entrance to the Sea of Azov, also had a quarantine. 
Fig. 3 shows its cachet reading "CLEANED IN THE KER.CH QUARANTINE" and is taken 
from a cover in Dr , Teal.l' s collection. The word for Kerch is not clear . It may 
be "KERCHKI" or "KERCfil" as shown. I have this cachet on a cover addressed to a 
member of the Razeto family. It is struck in black on the reverse but is so badly 
over-inked that the words are unreadable. There is however a two-line postmark 
reading quite clearly "KERCH YENIKAL OTP , 13 MAYA 184-7". There are two slits 
in the top edge, one in the lower and rastel punctures of a second disinfection 
and some slight staining. I have no infonnation about the Kerch Quarantine. 

It is possible that other Black Sea towns disinfected mail. I have a cover 
from Taganrog to Nice in 1854 with a two-line Taganrog postmark. The paper is very 
yellow, but there is no disinfection cachet and I should hesitate to say that this 
cover was disinfected, but it may well have been. 
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Finally there is f'ig. 7"ABEZZ.ARAZHENO". or "DISINFECTED". It is known . 
st:ruck in blue and in violet on covers of' 1898 · to 1900. I have an example st:ruck 
in violet on a Persian stationery postcard f'rom Meshed to England. It has two 
transit postmarks of' the f'rontier town of' Gaudan, which had disappeared f'rom 
modern maps. There is "GAUDAN ZAKASPIISK. OB. 1" and also No.2 of' the next day 
8th November 1898, but I do not think the postcard was disinf'ected there-. 
Mr. Kethro has a cover f'rom Teheran to England with a similar cachet and 
Mr. Huddy has a registered cover f'rom Djibouti to St. Petersburg, 1 .I. 1900, 
with this cachet in blue. The only Russian transit town through which these 
covers could have passed is in my opinion, Odessa, but I am open to other 
suggestions. 

Why the Russians suddenly started to disinf'ect correspondence again is 
a mystery, if' indeed any actual disinf'ection was done. There are no punctures 
or stains and no evidence of'-heat application. Steaming would surely have made 
the ink :run. Yet it is dif'f'icul t to imagine that any responsible postal 
authority would deliberately mark letters "DISINFECTED" if' some attempt at doing 
so had not been done. The disease against which protection was sought IIDJ.st this 
time have been plague, I think. and not cholera. Can any reader throw any light 
on the mystery of' ABEZZARAZHENO? 

Copies of' the "Soviet Philatelist" and "Soviet Collectioner" wanted 
to purchase. Dr , Gregory B. Salisbury, 49th & Locust Sts, Philadelphia 39, Pa. 
U.S oA. 



ANNUAL GENERAL MEE'TING DISPLAY OCTOBER 13TH 1 956 

After the business part of the meeting was concluded, a varied display 
was given by se"'en members. 

Mr. Ian Baillie showed a masterly study of the KIEV II Trident "five" or 
quintuple handstamps, with blocks showing all the types, and singles allotted to 
their proper positions. 

Mr. J. Barry contributed some unusual "Used Abroad" i terns including KASHG.AR KIT. 
VLAD. and KHARBIN PRISTAN POCH. OTDIEL. on Romanov stamps. A cover with Port 
Arthur postmark, 1903 and another with the first type of Tavriz Russian Consulate 
postmark were followed by a showing of dunib cancellations on Romariovs which · 
included a block of eight with the . diagonal bars of Yekaterinoslav. Moscow Town 
Post numeral cancellations on covers showing Nos. 1 , 2 and 3 included an 
attractive item bearing in addition to the Moscow "3" a Bogorodsk Zemstvo 5k with 
the Bogorodsk Zemstvo cancellation of 27 .11 • 90. A 1917 Savings Bank card with 
1 Ok arms type and 10/7k Romanovs stuck in the spaces provided, was another unusual. 
item. 

Mr. J. Buchanan, who usually brings very out-of-the-way material on these 
occasions, did not disappoint us. His display of the Kuriersko Polova Poshta 
overprints was complete with all settings. Among his covers was a Vilna-Town 
Post ''Handed in for delivery at 5 o'clock of the day" postmark (see Journal 
No.8, p.183) and we also noticed a "H.FORS-ST.P.BURG" F.P. Vagon No.1 with large 
stop, 1.1.1895 and a Focht . Vagon Mozhaisk Rly. 1876 on an Inogorodnoe stationery 
card . 

Mr. W .H.H.Huddy. whom we were all pleased to see in person and who had come from 
Cornwall for the occasion, had brought a 20k of 1866 R.O.P. i T. stamp on cover with 
Port Aleksandria postmark, another R.O.P . i T. cover addressed to Breitfuss in 1906, 
whose stamps included the 20p/4k inverted surcharge, a cover from Cheefoo 1903 and 
another from Urga 1905, a 1 Ok Revenue stamp on part cover from Kiev, 8. 12 .10 and a 
cover with all three of the Tiflis roulette stamps, one of the half dozen which 
Major Darlow posted at the time they were issued, this one being addressed to 
himself. 

Mr ,R.P.Knighton exhibited an elaborate study on many sheets of the Polish 
1z1 . 50 surcharge of 1945 on the red 25g stamp with eagle design of 1944 . 

Mr . H. F. Myers' contribution to the display consisted of a number of imperforate 
and imperf . between varieties of Soviet stamps, together with other varieties 
among which we noticed a block of the IXJPLATA 40 KOP . ZOLOTOM on 35k Kerensky 
with diagonally placed surcharge. He included also a number of the Imlch-
dispu ted Revolutionary overprints on the Romanov stamps. In addition to mint 
blocks there were a number of covers and postcards. May we refer those who are 
interested in these stamps to the very full discussion of them by Dr.G.B.Salisbury 
in Journal No.9 p.p . 238 to 241. 

Dr.A.H.Wortman displayed some postcards, including the first postcard, franked 
by 5k adhesive stamps, one cancelled 8th Feb. 1872, the first year of use, and 
another with vertically laid 5k. the same month. There were also examples of the 
5k and 20k postcards with no crowns on the double-headed eagles, used in 1920 and 
with additional stamps in 1922, and the 5k also with "R.S.F.S.R." overprint, 1921 . 
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Covers with the early railway postmarks described in Journal No.19, p.573 
followed, and also a Registry Sheet recording the despatch of journals by 
registered post and bearing one 5k and five 10/7k arms type stamps with 
postmaster's handstamp "RUB" from Shuya, Ivanovo-Vosnessensk district, 9.9.1922. 

A.H.W . 

"Polish Special Postmarks Catalogue" by J . Crimlisk and J. Kwiatkowski . 
Copies of Part 1 of the above, price 3/6d , , can now be obtained from 
Mr. J. Crimlisk, 9 Victoria .Avenue, Filey, Yorkshire. 



POSTING IN RUSSIA 

(The followingeccerpt is from an unsigned article in 

The London Magazine, March 1809) 

Before 1663 all letters in Russia were conveyed by special messengers; 
but in that year a regular post was established at Moskva, by the same person 
to whom this empire was indebted for its f'irst manuf'acto:ry of cloth. This 
post set out f'rom Moskva twice every week f'or Riga and Vilna, and brought back 
the letters from different parts of Europe. As soon as the post arrived at Moskva 
the mails were carri~d to the Potz.olkoi-Prikas, or post-office in the castle, 
and there opened, to prevent private persons f'rom obtaining infonnation sooner 
than the court of' the state of' public af'f'airs both in the kingdom and in foreign 
countries, but in particular to detect suspicious correspondence. The post 
brought also the Dutch, Hamburgh, Konigsberg and other gazettes, which the tzar 
caused to be translated or read to him in the Russian language. (Kilburger, in 
Busching's Magazine, vol. iii, p.319). 

Those, therefore, are wrong who ascribe to Peter the Great the introduction 
of' the post into Russia, as this prince only improved and rendered it more 
generally useful. For the speedy conveyance of' ukases and letters·, he caused 
posts to be established in the year 1720 in all the large towns situated on the 
high roads. According to a writer who resided at that time in St . Petersburgh, 
the order f'or this purpose was issued so early as the year 1718. "In this year'! 
he says, "the riding post was established on the same footing as in Germany. The 
postilions were obliged to blow horns, ~d to wear a grey frock, having a post
horn cut out of' red cloth sewed on their back". (Weber's Verandert Russland, 
vol i, p.126). It is, however, probable that this writer alludes only to the 
alteration which Peter xmde in regard to the foreign post, f'or the estoo lishment 
of' the internal post could not be earlier than 1720. 

At present the business of' the post-of'f'ice is entrusted to the 
management of' directors, who reside at St. Petersburgh, and whose chief is 
director-general of' this department throughout the kingdom. Three post-offices, 
each of which has a director, namely, those of' Petersburgh, Moskva and Lesser 
Russia, are subordinate to them, and these three have under their inspection al.l 
the post-offices in the towns, the affairs of which are conducted by post-masters. 

The post-office at St. Petersburgh is the centre of all the foreign and 
internal correspondence, and consequently the most important, The posts which 
arrive at and set out from this office are: 

1st. That c£ Moskva, which comes and goes twice every week; and each 
time an extra-post, a light and a heavy, is despatched also. This extra-post 
conveys private letters, which are paid f'or according to weight; small packets, 
which do not weigh more than f'ive pounds, and packets belonging to government, . 
go free of any expense; and heavy packets, either belonging to government or to 
individuals, are paid f'or at the rate of' two rubles per pood, or two copecs per 
pound. 
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2nd. That of Mittau, which brings the letters from most parts of 
Europe twice a week. 

3rd. That of Riga, which comes and goes twice a week, and takes all the 
letters dispatched to foreign countries. 

4th. That of White and Lesser Russia, which arrives and sets out twice 
a week. 

5th. That of Viborg, the arrival and departure of which is the same; 
but it carries out and brings back Swedish letters only once every week. 

6th. That of Archangel, which comes and goes once a week. 

7th. That of Yaroslavl, which comes and goes twice a week. 

8th • . That of Jassy, Constantinople, etc. which arrives and sets out 
the 1 st and 16th of each month. . 

9th. The post of Cronstadt, which in s.1ImI1er comes and goes every day, 
but in winter only once a week. 

The post-office at Moskva has the greatest share of business, as its 
district extends to the remotest parts of Siberia. It therefore employs a much 
greater number of clerks than that of St. Petersburgh; and before the last 
partition of Poland, it had under it 108 offices in various parts of the 
empire. It dispatches seven different posts, but none of them, that of 

·st. Petersburgh excepted, sets out or arrives more than once a week. Between the 
smaller towns there are by-posts established by the magistrates, and maintained 
by the revenue arising from the carriage of letters" 

The post-tax, which formerly was very different •in different places, has, 
since the year 1783, been uniform throughout the whole kingdom. Letters are 
charged by the weight, and packets by the ppund. Money, whether in gold, 
silver or bank notes, ma:y be transmitted also by the post; but one-half per cent 
of the value must be paid as postage, and the post-office is security for its 
safe arrival • 

The post office in most countries of Europe is a productive source of 
revenue; but this is not the case in Russia, as the expenses of that establish.Ioont 
exceed what it·brings in. 

(This extract has been copied exactly and the old spelling of the towns 
preserved. There is one tantalising omission in the original, the name of the 
person vm.o established a regular post at Moskva in 1663 and also the first 
manufactory of cloth. Does any ready know who it was?). 
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FIRST OF JANUARY POSTMARKS 

By Dr. A. H. Wortman 

In Journal No.9, p.252, I suggested that there could not be any 
1 st January postmarks on Romanov stamps as the guide books say that all the post 
offices were closed on that day. Dr. Salisbury connnented on this in Journal 
Nos. 11/15, p.44,6. 

Baedeker and other guide books state that 1 st January was a public 
holiday and that all post offices were closed for the transaction of all 
ordinary business. There were no collections on that day. 

Although I have s_een at least six different 2nd Jarruary postmarks on 
Romanov stamps I have never seen a 1 st January and no-one has reported one, 
although Mr. Drennan has a 30th December 1912 of Artvin. Nor has anyone who 
lived in Russia before the revolution been able to verify the statement in the 
guide books. I have asked a number of people, including non-philatelists, without 
getting any information. -

In the last two years a number of items with 1 st January dates have come 
into i:ey- possession. These include three postcards bearing arms type stamps with 
Odessa 1st January 1913 postmarks and two with Odessa 1st January 1912, as well 
as a Moscow 1 st January 1916 en a prisoner of war letter. 

Baedeker (1902) lists other days on which all post offices were closed: 
the Emperor's day, 6th December; the Empress' day, 23rd April; the Dowager 
Empress' day, 22nd July; 1 st and 6th January, the first and second days of Easter; 
Pentecost Sunday and 25th December. 

I have not made an extensive search of i:ey- covers but a quick examination 
of some minor items awaiting mounting revealed a Petrograd 25th December 1914 and a 
Moscow 25th December 1915, and also a St. Petersburg 6th January 1911. It seems 
obvious that although the post offices were closed for ordinary business, some 
staff were on duty postmarking correspondence posted perhaps the previous day. 

Whether there could be a Romanov stamp with a 1 st January 1913 postmark, 
as Dr . Salisbury asserts, depends upon when the stamps were first put on sale, 
and whether any were released before that day. If all the post offices were closed 
on 1 st January then no stamps could have been sold on that day. If the postmark 
on Mr. Drennan' s example is correct and of course it would have been so much 
better on a cover with another confirmatory postmark, then the stamp was released 
before the official date, and has a "pre-first day postmark"" Any other stamp thus 
released could have had a 1 st January postmark, but if the first day of sale was 
2nd January then that day must be considered as the first day postmark:. 
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AMERICAN S.All:OV .AR 

By Dr. Gregory B. Salisbury 

The modern generation misses Il'.D.lch of' the flavour and the thrill in 
stamp collecting, just as it does in the present-day brewing of tea. To-day, 
one merely drops a tea bag by the string into a cup of hot water, and presto •••. 
one has the so called tea or "tchai". There is no special secret private blend, 
no merry whistle of the samovar, prodded along by charcoal and a f'ew good
natured oaths, no pleasant ritual of' pouring, just as there is no hunt or chase 
f'or one's stamp wants, in a dusty disreputable mysterious and f'ascinating old 
stamp and book shop. One merely stops at a modern shiny ef'ficient stamp 
department store, asks f'or certain Scott or Gibbons rrumbers, a brisk busy dealer 
nods, quickly hands one the packet or the stamp, grabs your inoney and ·you depart. 

The other day, some of' the charm of yesteryear was recaptured at a 
little book shop, partly barricaded by the Il'.D.lsty hurdles of' ancient books, atlases, 
albums and other delightful items that had to be climbed over to enter the inner 
sanctum. The store presented the exciting disa.p-ay of.' a beautiful woman, the 
hunting spirit was astonishingly aroused, and a rich reward was in the of'fing! 
Packets, and bundles of unusual covers were unearthed, an old exquisitely bound 
atlas of the Russian ~ire, published in 1830, was discovered, and many other 
treasures which will be mentioned in the future •••• all at a modest price. 

The atlas, once owned by Count Severin, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister 
Plenipotentiary of Imperial Russia to the Court of Bavaria, contained 64 large, 
detailed charts of 51 gubernias, 4 oblasts or territories, the Kingdom of Poland, 
Grand Duchy of Finland, and a rare map of RUSSIAN AMERICA, such as I have never 
seen before. Having written a long article on this area in the Rossica Journal 
Noe44, the sight of the map gave an added pleasure. The atlas listed and located 
every major and minor post road, post station, village, monastery, fort and 
landmark, as well as the usual towns which one sees on average maps. 

Speaking of Russian America, one should mention a · fine article in 
"Stamp Collecting", June 22 19.56, "Antarctic Pioneering by W.H.Kilroy. It 
describes the voyage of the Russian Admiral Bellingshausen and Lazarev, in 
Vostok and Mi.my in the Antarctic Circle. We hope that the same author will 
in the future describe the pioneers of the Arctic Circle and of Russian America, 
for our research in this field proved far more interesting than that of the 
Antarctica. 

Another bit of loot in that dusty old shop, was "The Times", Saturday 
February 24, 1855, sporting a Penny red stamp, and a fine account of Lord Raglan's 
letters to the Duke of Newcastle about the Crimean War, as presented before the 
House of CoimD.ons. This first hand account by the commanding general of the 
British Army was most useful for my Crimean War Collection. 

As this is being written, the shining new medal, presented to your 
Samovar at Fipex, for the Romanov Tercentennary Issue albums, awakens memories 
of the recently held mammoth Fifth International Philatelic Exhibition at the 
New York Coliseum. Many of' our members received awards, and many participated 
to make the show a success. You are urged to read the Nos.49/50 issue of Rossica 
Journal for a detailed discussion of the erent of interest to us. It would be 



impossible to take up the needed space in so brief a column. Many of our menibers 
gathered daily in front of our e:xhibits, and held intensely interesting 
discussions about the material on display. 

Kurt Adler wined and dined your Samovar after the show and his wife, 
prima ballerina Irene Hawthorne, proved to be not only decorative but an 
excellent cook. She is appearing at present in a one-woman show, at the Booth 
Theatre on Broadway, and is receiving wonderful reviews. Kurt, now back from an 
extensive tour of Europe, reports that he had received a picture card from 
Dr. Wortman, with a 3 kop. anns type stamp, clearly cancelled 1.1.1913 Odessa, 
which proves that the Romanov issue rould have been cancelled on that day! 

Not so long ago we were offered a Wrangel cover, bearing No.261A, 
which is the 5 rouble Romanov, a scarce stamp mint, and an outstanding rarity on 
cover. This was the only stamp on the cover and it was cancelled Jan.16 1921 in 
.Tusla and addressed to someone in Constantinopole, with the arrival mark of 
Jarru.ary 17, 1921. Wev.ere likewise offered a registered cover from Batum to Basel, 
Switzerland, postmarked in Batum, March 19, 1920, and with an arrival postmark in 
Basel on May 17, 1920. It contained 12 stamps of Batum, one of which was N38. 
The price of the former was ,3125.00 and of the latter, ,3100.00. 

We leave Batum for the neighbouring Georgia and Azerbaijan, which were 
the topics of articles by Frank Warner in Weekly Philatelic Gossip, June 30 
and August 25, 1956. This author likewise treated the subject of Mongolia. not so 
long ago. Mongolia has been quite in the limelight lately. The China Section 
Bulletins of December 1955, February and June issues of 1956 carry excellent 
studies of Mongolia., Sinkia.ng and Manchuria of great interest to our members. 
Some of the material, including the excellent map, has been discussed in similar 
scope by the author of Mongolia. and Manchuria. articles, W.E.Adgey Edgar in his 
London Chat, a feature of the Weekly Philatelic Gossip, March 17 and May 5 1956. 

We note 'With interest an excellent article in The Holy Land Philatelist, 
July-August 1956, "The Postal History of Palestine and Israel", by Dr .W .Hoexter 
and S.Lachmann, and we awa±t the section on the Russian P.O. in Holy Land. We 
have seen fabulous material in this field at the Fipex. 

An absorbing article appeared in March 3, 1956 issue of STAMPS edited 
by our talented member Mrs.Charlotte N.Downs. It was "Transition from Stampless 
Mailing to Stamps in the Kingdom of Poland" by Stephen Rich_, and it recalls an 
equally fine article by our menber M.J .Bojanowicz, in the May 1956 "The Stamp 
Lover", titled "Poland Number One, 1860 10 kopecks". Both are highly commended. 

Aerophilateli'st Annals, Jan. 1956, had a very interesting write up by the 
editor H.M"Goodkind about an air mail cover found with the error, San.39, Scott 449a. 
The article should be secured by all of our aerophilatelists as well as our general 
collectors of Russia. 

We shall mut off any further steam from the gossipy Samovar by reminding 
everyone that another A,S.D.A. Show will be held in New York soon, and on November 
18 we shall have once more a joint meeting of B.S.R.P . and Rossica. We had a good 
one last year, and all signs point to another exciting and entertaining event! 
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NOTE3 AND QDmIES 

By C. W. Roberts 

Members are still very backward in making use of this column to help 
solve their problems. Here are a few more queries. Would members who can answer 
any of them please, repeat please, make a point of letting me have full 
particulars. 

1 • St. Petersburg am Moscow Town Posts 
Particulars are still urgently required of covers vd th dates outside those 
given in Journal No.12. 

2. Tavriz Russian Consulate Postmark. Has anyone a cover ad.dressed other than 
to a philatelic dealer? 

3. Tiflis Rouletted Stamps. Has anyone besides Mr .Will Huddy a cover bearing 
any · of these? 

4. Port Emperor Alexander Ill. This is the wording of a postmark of 1907. 
Where is this port? 

5. Gaudan. This is somewhere on the Russian-Persian frontier in the 
Transcaspian Oblast, but exactly where is it? Has it a changed name to-day? 

6. 4k with inverted background. The nonnal stamp is the 4k of 1904, S.G.No.67, 
Scott No. 570. Has anyone a copy with inverted background? 

7. M.itylene postmarks. Particulars are wanted of any postmark of this town on 
a cover prior to 1900. 

8. Ukraine Field Post, 1920. This issue has been l:is ted for the first time in 
the new Gibbons' Catalogue Part 2, Particulars are wanted of any covers with 
these stamps. 

Replies and further queries should be sent to me:-

C. W. Roberts, Esq., 
Shepton House, 

Shepton Beauchamp, 
Ilminster, 

Somerset, England. 



THE BEW-IAN .ARMOURED CAR DIVISION IN RUSSIA 1914-1918 

By J. Barry 

~ 3 716 r-..,., 
JJNIIOIGla. 

1 :a 3 5 4 

Al though an account of the above force has been published, up_ to the 
present nothing has appeared concerning the postal history of this Division. 

Some time ago we were fortunate in acquiring a batch of covers; mostly 
sent to Belgium by members of the force while it was operating in Russia. These 
we shall describe after having first traced the history of this little known 
Division. 

The Belgian Armoured Car Division was formed at the beginning of 1915. 
It was first employed on the Yser front, then held by the Belgian Army. · 
Unfortunately this part of the front had been flooded as a barrier to the Germans 
and it was forced to remain idle in the Belgian "Moeres" . 

King Albert then offered the services of these armoured cars to Russia. 
The Tsar was pleased to accept the off'er, but asked that Belgian troops be sent 
with the cars as Russia was short of Techni~ians used to motorised units. As the 
Belgian constitation did not allow the sending of troops beyond the frontiers an 
appeal for volunteers was made. The response was sufficient to enable the 
Division to be sent to Russia. 

It left the "Moeres" for Brest and from there departed in the steamer 
Wray Castle for Russia on September 20th. 

The Division consisted of the following:-

Headquarter Staff 1 Of'ficer 10 Men 
1 st Battery 1 II 51 It 

2nd II 1 II 41+ -It 

3rd II 2 It 48 " 
4th II 5 II 141 " 
Depot Staff 2 " 65 " 

With the above went 275 specialists and maintenance men, the whole under 
the command of Major Collon. 
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The Division disenibarked at Archangel on October 13tho On October 20th 
it arrived at Petrograd, the men being billeted in the barracks of' the Imperial 
Guards at Peterhof'. 

Arter a review by the Tsar at Tsarskoe Selo it lef't on December 28th f'or 
Cantonments at Zborov on the Galician f'ront, twenty miles f'rom Tarnopol and was 
incorporated into the Army of' General BrussiloY. 

The Division was f'irst in action on June 4th 1916 in an attack on the 
f'ront, Tarnopol - Lemberg. The attack was repulsed. In August it took part in 
the battle at Zborov and was prominent in other actions. Its losses were more than 
15% of' its totalef'f'ectives. 

Then came the abdication of' the Tsar and Kerenskys accession to power. 

In June 1917 the a.rnw of' General Brussilor commenced a further of'f'ensive; 
in this the Di vision was reinforced by the British armoured cars commanded by 
Colonel Locker-Lansson. In the f'ighting f'rom the 28th June to 31 st July, the 
Division distinguished itself' in the taking of' Koninky and f'or its part in the 
battle was mentioned in Army Orders by General Kornilov who had succeeded 
General Brussilov in command. 

In November 1917 came an order f'or the Division to reJoJ..n the Belgian 
Army. It lef't the southwest f'ront f'or Moscow on February 20th, arriving the 
25th. From there it proceeded on its homeward journey via Viatka, Perm, Omsk, 
Irkutsk and onward along the Trans-Siberian railway. Like the Czech Legion it 
had trouble en route with local Soviets but eventually reached Vladivostock" 
It embarked and lef't that port on May 24th, 1918 by the S.S.Sheridan arriving 
at $an Francisco June 12th. From New York it travelled to Bordeaux which was 
:reached in July. 

The covers we have extend from November 5th, 1915, a f'ew days af'ter the 
troops arrived in Petrograd., to December 21st, 1916. 

All except two are ad.dressed to "Oeuvre du" 'Mot du Soldats' (Soldiers' 
Word), Baarle Hertog (Baarle-Duc) Belgique". Presumably this was a journal 
which published soldiers' accounts of' their war experiences and made appeals f'or 
comf'orts. Some of' the envelopes were supplied by the organisation, f'or on the 
f'ront a double oval was rubber stamped in violet inside which appears:-
"Oeuvre du 'Mot du Soldats' - Soldats la Patrie est Frere de Vous - Service Gratui t" 
= "Journal 'Soldiers' Word' - The Country is Proud of' You - Service Free". 

The two covers dated 1915 both f'rom Petrograd, were censored there and 
sent f'orward November 6th. One is f'rom "Leon Courcelle Auto- Canons -
Mitrailleuses Post Centrale, Petrograd". Both bear the Divisional cachet, 
illustration 3 = "Automobile Artillery & Machine Gun Regiment", but no Russian 
f'ield post or destination postma.rlc. 

The next is dated f'rom Petrograd, 22nd February 1916, it was censored 
there and lef't on March 3rd passing Le Harvre April 21 st, no destination 
postmark. It also carries illustration 4 = "Belgian Armoured Automobile 
Division - Divisional Command". This superseded No.3 and is borne by all the 
other covers we have except two to be mentioned later. Also shown on this is 
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illustration 2, = Reserve Post & Telegraph Division; No.213, i.e. the P.O. 
No.213 for troops in reserve. 

Two others which left in April 19th and 23rd show illustrations 2 and 
4 together with a Le Harvre transit mark and illustration 5, These took 
longer on the journey arriving at Baarle-Hertog June 21 st and 25th respectively. 
One of these lacks the destination town but was correctly delivered. 

Similar covers despatched during May 1916 show that some members of the 
Division were still in the Petrograd Reserve Corps, but on June 26th, 1916, a 
cover with illustration 4 also has illustration 1 = "Field Post Office No. 8", sent 
after the Division had been in action on June 4th. The F.P.O. No.8 is constant 
through to December 1916. 

Other covers sent during July and August are inscribed with the senders 1 

names and "Armee du Front, Sud Ouest". One has the addition "par Kiev" but was 
censored in Petrograd. Another has the circular censor mark of Kiev "War Censor -
Nikitaikin", mentioned in Journal 20, it was not opened in Petrograd. 

Up to now all covers mentioned went to Baar le Hertog. Of the last two 
held, one, despatched from Petrograd on December 8th, 191 6, went to London. 
This carries a Divisional cachet similar in size to illustration 4 but has in 
the circles "Belgian Army in Russia", in the centre "Armoured ..Automobile 
Division". 

The last item is a postcard sent to The Hague, Holland, from Kiev, 
December 21 st. It was posted in an ordinary mailbox in the city, probably by 
a soldier there on leave. It is a picture card issued by a Red Cross charity 
organisation, is franked 5 kopecks and has the Kiev rectangular box censor 
mark with the date in manuscript (Journal 20, No.25). The Divisional cachet on 
this has arms in the centre of the circles, the wording between the circles is 
not clear, but "Belgian Automobile ..•• " can be read. 

All Divisional cachets and censor marks are in violet, field and other 
postmarks in black. 

Up to now we have heard of no similar covers, such i terns are 
undoubtedly scarce. It is a pity the philatelic story cannot be continued, 
however the likelihood of further covers coming to light after forty years 
is remote. 

Finally we wish to thank M. Jacques du Four and the Belgian Stamp 
Study Circle for their valuable assistance with the historical details. 
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MR. C. VI. ROBERTS 

A BIOGRAPHY 

Cecil William Roberts was born in Richmond~ Surrey in 1898 and served 
in the Royal Garrison Artillery in the First World War. 

Most of our members seem to have started to collect stamps when they 
were boys, but Cecil commenced in inf'ancy, actually at the age of six. The 
family business did a large trade with Russia before the Revolution and 
Cecil soon turned his attention from Jir Mails and British and French Colonials 
to that country. 

He joined the Royal Philatelic Society in 1923, started to collect 
the Ukraine the same year and actually di splayed Air Mails to that Society. 
Soon becoming a Fellow of the Society he devoted all his collecting 
enthusiasm and study to the Ukraine, with which his name will always be 
linked in philatelic circles. In this he showed great courage. For at 
first the Tridents cane on to the market in London priced in . shillings · 
and pounds each. When prices came tumbling down and the cry of "Forgeries!" 
was raised, many who had bought must hi~.ve given them up in disgust; but 
that did not daunt Cecil, and it is largely due to his persistence and 
tenacity that the wheat has been separated from the chaff. He also has a 
general collection of Russia. 

Becoming a mem:>er of our Society in 1937, he was soon contributing 
articles to the Journal. With A.W.Greaves he produced Parts 1 and 2 of "The 
Trident Issues of' the Ukraine" and carried on alone with Parts 3, 4 and 5. 
He has written articles also for Gibbons' Stamp Monthly and was largeiy 
responsible for the revised listing of the Ukraine in their Catalogue. 

A crowning achievement was to display the Ukraine to the Royal 
Philatelic Society. That display was certainly an eye-opener to some of 
the more conservatively-minded members of the Society, but all present, 
many of whom had probably never seen more than a handful of tridents at 
any time before, received it with g,enerous acclaim and enthusiastic applause. 



He has served our Society as President, Exchange Packet Superintendent 
and, for some years past, as Research Packet Secretary, in which post he is 
always complaining of being underworked . 

Cecil is fond of a joke, and hides a wann and generous heart behind a 
would-be gruf'f exterior, always belied by a twinkle in his eyes. ·He has 
recently retired with his charming wife and family -to one of our loveliest 
counties, where he doubtless has much time for our hobby. 

A. H. W. 



THE SIBERIAN POST ROADS 

Through the changes since 1917 Siberia is no more a land reserved for 
exiles. It is now as- important to the U.S.S.R. as European Russia is and its 
industrial development is now considerable. 

Before then it had few attractions, nevertheless, as in other 
countries post and courier routes existed and more were made as time passed. 

Soon after the death of Peter the Great the first post road was made 
in the AltaL It- ran from Tiumen to Novosibirsk, serving Barnaul, which for 
a long tine had been the centre of the iron and hat industry in Western 
Siberia. The road ran from Novosibirsk to the river Ob and eastwards through 
Irkutsk to Kiakhta, then, from this border post to Peking. 

On this stretch of the Great Post Road from Kiakhta the Russians 
established four large post stations at Urga, Kalgan, Peking and Tientsin . 
Twelve days were needed to cover this stretch, the post horses, with relays, 
doing the 125 Ian a day. On Siberian soil the pace was quicker, 180 Ian being 
daily covered . From Peking the Russian "Steppe Post" ran through Siberia to 
the heart of European Russia. 

For a long time the post roads were not well kept, but in 1816 they were 
taken in hand and made good. Their width was fixed at 40 feet, shallow 
water fords were left as they were, bridges were built over rivers and trees 
planted along the road-sides. 

The post vehicle was usually the light kibitka or a tarantass. 
Naturally transit was quicker in summer than in winter . 

Post roads were also developed to Samarkand with branches to Ferghana, 
Bukhara and Bakhtra. In 1883 the Zemstvos (Local Councils) took 01er the 
care of the roads in their areas, but not in Siberia where there were no such 
bodies. 

The State Post halts collected 4-½ kopecks from horse hirers per verst 
and 13½ kop. per person by troika. At private post halts the rate was 6 kop. 
For a letter the receiver had to pay 5 kop. 

In an account of 1719 it is stated that the journey along the Great 
Post Road from Peking to Moscow lasted four months , In the second half of the 
nineteenth century the journeys were regularized, departures from Moscow being 
made on Mondays and Fridays via Cheliabinsk to Irkutsk. Every 25 to 30 Ian. 
horses were changed and in good weather Irkutsk was reached in 22 to 25 days. 

After 1917 all was reorganised and brought under the jurisdiction of 
the Minister for Posts and Telegraphs. 

J.B. 

(From "Old and New Ways of Communication in and through Siberia" by 
Dr. Kellnnlth Wolff.) 
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A PHILATELIC HOLIDAY 

By C. W. Roberts 

This August I spent ten days with our fellow member, Dr. Rudolf 
Seichter, · at his home at Soltau. I received a very wann welcome and was most 
hospitably entertained, not forgetting the trouble the Doctor took to educate 
my palate for Rhine wines to such an extent that al though I partook of many 
bottles, there were no duplicates . I also saw something of the Luneberg Heath 
and some of the neighbouring towns, which were most interesting. 

While students of Ukraine stamps know Dr. Seichter well, for others 
I might explain that he is the President of the U .P. V., the German Ukraine 
Philatelic Society. During my stay Mr. Peters, a founder and former President 
of the U.P.V. also paid Dr. Seichter a visit. Mr. Peters is often referred to 
as "The grand old man of Ukraine Philately11 and it was indeed an honour that 
he arranged his visit to the Western Zone to coincide with my stay in Sol tau. 
Many of our members have ~t Dr. Seichter, so I need say no more about him, 
but few, if any, have ever met Mr. Peters. To me also he had hitherto only 
been a name, and a rather fonnidable name at that. However, he proved to be a 
most channing gentleman, with an excellent knowledge of English and so we were 
able to talk freely. A number of difficulties were frankly discussed and 
cleared up. To give just one instance, we discussed at length the mysterious 
Odessa Type 1B, and agreed that it was almost certainly a proof. 

The weather during my stay was rather cold with some showers, in 
fact ideal weather for a Philatelic visit since we were able to go out 
sufficiently without being tempted to leave stamps for long. 

But what of Dr. Seichter's collection? Well, I did not take notes of the 
rare items and indeed the list would have been far too long, Parts of it have 
been shown at many International Exhibitions and won many awards. For such 
occasions :it is useful to mark the rarer stamps for the benefit of the Jury. 
The word "Unicum" occurred so often that I felt it wruld be worth his while to 
have a rubber stamp made for marking such items, Ukraine Collectors know 
that there are so many rarities that no one can possibly have them all, but 
Dr, Seichter certainly has a large proportion. 

To my mind the outstanding section of his vast collection was his 
Postal Stationery. In this country such items are rarely seen, and although 
I knew his collection of them was very extensive it was certainly a surprise 
to me to find that he had literally hundreds and quite a number of them are 
almost certainly unique. 

The serious student of Ukraine is always learning - there is always 
something new Vlhich is perhaps the great attraction of collecting this difficult 
country. For myself, I learned a great deal not only from seeing Dr. Seichter's 
wonderful collection but also from the many discussions I had with him and 
Mr. Peters , I must try not to forget what I learned, but it will be a long time 
before I forget my very enjoyable visit to Soltau. 
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MISCEILANIDUS NOTES 

The t932 Airship Construction Fund stamp, S.G.592, Scott 451 is found 
with various perforations, 1o½, 12, 12½, 13 also compounds . It is not 
generally known that there are two different dimensions for the design, 
48 x 22 and 49 x 21 mm. 

Mr.A.Prado reports he has discovered that the stamp 7500 on 
250 roubles, S .G. 250/2/4, Scott 201, 201G has the surcharge diff'ering in 
length horizontally. Between "7500"and ''PYB" he has found the space measures 
2, 2½ and sometimes 3mm. 

Mr.J .V.Stuart sent along the 10 kop, China, S.G.14.a, Scott 11, on 
which he had found the background inverted. After examination we can conf'irm 
his finding. This is not normally a common stamp, with the background 
inverted it must be more than scarce. 

Some details concerning the 1922 Rostov-Don Charity stamps mey be 
of interest. S.G.261/4, Scott, B30/33. 

Early in April 1922 agreement was reached between the Commissar of 
Finance, South-East Region and a local group to issue a set of charity stamps. 

The set of four stamps was designed by a local collector A.L.Ma.nevich, 
hurriedly printed and issued on April 19th by the local office for post and 
telegraphs. It was lithographed in the office of the Commissar for Finance 
S .E. Region on white: paper, without gum and imperf'orate. Stamps issued: -

A. 2000 R rose, 
B. 2000 R green, 

19,980 
39,960 

C. 4000 R rose, 
D. 6000 R green, 

17,760 
20,720 

The 740 sheets printed contained 98,420 stamps in all, f'ace value 
315,240,000 roubles. Each sheet had 133 stamps, thus:-
A, 27, B.54, C.24, D.28. All copies of the 2000 R green have a broken 
"A" in "Golodushim" • 

The stamps were put on sale at Rostov, Nakhichevan, Novocherkask, 
Millerovo and other towns. Only one or two towns received the full sets . 
Novocherkask f'or instance did not have B.2000 R, Rostov-Don lacked A,2000 R. 

Only 17 .193 copies of all values were sold namely - A.5673, B . 5400, 
C.2376, D.3741+-. Sales were stopped on May 2nd on an order from the Central 
Committee f'or Famine Victims in Moscow, who presumably objected to such local 
enterprises. 

The f'ollowing stamps were sent to Moscow A.14,307, B.34,560, C. 15,384, 
D. 19 ,976. 

As is well known the stamps are rare in used condition, they were on 
sale f'rom April 19th to May 2nd. 

We have often wondered why the posthorns sometimes seen at the bottom 
of Russian cancellation stamps were not more widely used, whether the inclusion 
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of such posthorns was authorised by the Central Office for Post and Telegraphs 
upon application by towns interested, or whether they were allovved to be 
incorporated for some special reason we have been unable to discover . 

They were in use from 1880 to 1890, possibly a little earlier and 
later. 

In Moscow cancellations posthorns are fairly connnon, but as far as we 
know St. Petersburg made no use of the ad.di tion. We have them in the 
cancellations of Kiev, Kharkov, Kronstadt, Dorpat, Tulchin, Izmail, Taganrog, 
Revel, Hapsal, Vilna and Bezenberg. There must be others. 

A scattered lot which gives no clue as to why they were not more 
generally used . Looking for them however, is quite a pleasurable sideline. 

J. Barry. 
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MUTE C.ANCELLATIONS OF WORLD W.ft.R I 

By Dr o Gregory Bo Salisbury and Fritz Frei tag 

We have spent a considerable tine on the circles or rings and we shall 
now devote our pages to the study of the quadrilateral designs, that is the 
squeres, the rectangles and the parallelograms. It is quite difficult to 
organise the mute cancellations as to the geometric designs, as there are 
border cases galore. . For exan:ple, we did not cover the circular postmarks or 
camouflaged designs which were not enclosed by a ring, and there will be many 
such circular designs discussed in the future under dots, dashes, lines, etc, 
which were applied by a circular cancellation" We find the same thing in this 
new field of classification. There are many mutes produced by square cancellers, 
but they were not bounded by a square border, and these we shall discuss later 
under more appropriate categories. We however illustrate H13, Fennern, which is 
bounded by a double ring, but showing a design of small squares, to remind readers 
that this large postmark struck on a small stamps like the arms type can show 
only the squares and not the ring, and thus confuse one o This design lands us in 
another debatable field, whether it should be classified as a ring or a square. 
Finally, we must note the fact that we are showing small square, filled in, also 
rectangles likewise filled in with ink, thus H27 to H35 can be found in other 
classifications, but a few of such designs mµst be shown in.this grouping. Thus 
the student of mute designs can use these few examples, as a transition to 
other allied classifications. 

H1 is Puni, traced from a Romanov stamp. 
Collection, may be Puni but this is debatable. 

H2, found in the H.Shenitz 
H3 is an identified Puni. 

H4 is the mute of Riga, one of many secret cancellations used by that 
city. An example of this square and cross mute can be seen on the commercial 
cover, illustrated here, sent registered; showing the Riga registry, the 
address, name and town printed on top of envelope, of this factory, and the 
rubber mark of the factory, all giving away the origin of the letter,· yet the 
secret postmark of Riga is used nevertheless! 

H5 is Ust-Dvinsk, or Daygavgriva, and it is shown in No.20 Rossica 
by E.Bruhlo It is shown on a Romanov stamp . H6 is Kokenhausen, Kr.Riga, as 
illustrated by Carl Bohnert. H7 is a reduced size mute, identified as 
Windava. 

H8 is Doblen, shown on a Romanov stamp in our collection, H9,10,11 are 
of Alexandria, Kherson Gubernia, the H9 being a tracing from a 3kop ,, Romanov 
postcard sent to Riga, 17/8/1914, the H10 is same on a letter, while H11 is a 
rather crude version of the design, 

H12 is the mute of Revel, one of the many used by that city. We see 
it in No.14 Rossica, also on a semi-postal stamp of 1914 in the collection 
of Kurt Adler. H13 is Fennern, or Vandra, Lifl. Gub., as shown in No.38 Rossica, 
and its presence here ha.s been explained in the opening paragraph. 

H14, 15, 16 are of Tukkum, Kurland Gub. We have H14 on a pair of 
Romanovs, on a letter shovm in the illustrations, same on a post card. Sometimes 
applied crosswise x,by two applications of the cancellation and when found on 
loose stamps, this can produce strange combinations. H15 is seen on a Romanov 
3k., postcard, commercial, to Riga, and it is in the Kurt Adler Collection. We 
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have seen it likewise in the Gryzewski tables of mutes . H16 is in a group of 
identified mutes, on photographs, reduced to half-size. 

H17, 18, 19 mutes are of Lodz., and like the previous ones, are 
rectangles. H17 is from the table in No.23 Rossica, and the Russian legend, 
enclosed by the rectangular frame means: Removed from the mailbox. It has a 
ring mute accompanying it. H18 is same, shown in the Von Scharfenberg 
Collection, owned by F. Julius Fohs. We see the same mute likewise in the 
group shown by Gryzewski. The H19 mute is shown and identified in the Leeser 
Collection. 

H20 is Nikopol, Ek:at, Gub. and it is shown in No . 26 Rossica, also in 
the Leeser Collection, and in the Filatelista Polski, by Gryzewski (No.2 1920, 
also No .11 , 1921) • The Russian word means "Paid". The rectangle, enclosing 
a cross made by two diagonal lines bd.secting each other, is the mute of Wenden. 
It is identified in the Leeser Collection. H22 is Bialostok, and it is :found in 
the Kurt Adler collection, on a Romanov stamp. It is a filled-in rectangle with 
same design within as in H21, but the cross is of white lines instead. 

H23 is Walk, Liflani, on a pair of' Romanovs. It is found on our 
cover, illustrated here, also in the Carl Bohnert collection, and others. 
Sometimes found in violet ink. H24 is the mute of' Arensburg, Oesel, shown on 
a commercial cover, in the illustration with the Arensburg registry sticker, 
and commercial envelope of the Arensburg Branch of' the Riga Bank. H25 is Iene. 
H26 is Kaselnikovo, :from the Kurt Adler Collection. These are parallelogram 
mutes. 

H27 and H28 are found in the Kurt Adler collection, the fonner on 
various Romanovs, the latter on 1914 semipostals. We solicit your identification. 
H30 is unidentified. H31 is Uriev or Tartu, as shown in No~18 Rossica, and 
H32 is Lomza, No.23 Rossica. Gryzewski has one like it and identifies it as 
Kielce. These filled-in squares and rectangles aregiven here as a :representative 
group of filled-in geometric :figures of' this classification, which will also be 
shown elsewhere, under other grouping, such as lines. 

H33 is Mitava, Another mute such as this, but with the middle square 
protruded out of line is the mute of Sesswegen, shown in the Leeser collection" 
H34 is Revel, one of many mutes of' that city, and H35 is Zolotonoscha, also of' 
the Leeser collection, and is composed of nine filled-in small -rectangles. 

The commercial covers illustrated in this article have already been 
discussed earlier. Our next grouping will be that of stars, rays, petals, 
crosses and sprays. Others will follow. 



"SONDER-KATALOG UKIU.INE ( 1918/1920)" - 1956 EDITION 

By Dr. R. Seichter 2 Sol tau 

A new edition of the famed Sonder-Katalog of the U .P. V. is always an 
important event for all Ukraine specialists. This 1956 Edition, however, is 
of exceptional interest because the book has been entirely re-written by 
Dr. Seichter, and has the appearance of an al together different work. Much 
of the former text has been omitted or abridged, and its place taken by new 
features of greater interest to the philatelist, with the result that this 
edition includes several interesting sections of Ukrainian philately which 
were absent in the earlier books. 

Together with this new approach to the subject, Dr. Seichter has 
introduced a large number of other improvements; among these, the most 
striking a.re the use of an attractive matt paper of high quality, the listing 
of the stamps in the classical •~catalogue" form rather than in tables, and 
the useful inclusion of a map of the country, showing the districts and other 
stamp-issuing localities. 

The most important assets of this new edition are, however, to be 
found in the following fields: the historical background and its implications, 
the inclusion of a number or important shades of the basic stamps, the 
treatment of Kiev Type I, the regrouping o'f' the special "Local" issues, the 
addition of new sections dealing with postal stationery and with Field Posts, 
and, _ last but not least, a complete revision of all prices. 

The historical background is noteworthy because, for the 'f'irst time, 
it departs from the narrow and rigid line of the early U .P. V. students, 
according to which the only legitimate Ukrainian stamps were those issued during 
the Skoropad.sky Regime under German Occupation, and all later printings were to 
be dumped into the disreputable category, and branded as reprints, philatelists' 
productions, and other objectionable names . Dr. Seichter is to be congratulated 
'f'or his initiative in breaking from this obsolete line, although, in the 
opinion of this reviewer, the step he has taken is too timid, and stops half-way. 
Sooner or later, it will have to be admitted that Ukrainian philately consists 
in fact of three distinct phases which nrust be treated separately: 

1 • 1918 the Skoropadsky Regime under German Occupation, and the interim 
Government which followed until the capture o'f' Kharkov and Kiev 
by the Soviets; 

2 . 1919-1920 the Petlyura Regime and other Ukrainian local movements, allied · 
to Poland, in some western districts o'f' the Ukraine; 

3 . 1919-1923 the Ukrainian Socialist Soviet Republic, prior to its 
amalgamation into the U.S.S.R. 

This same distinction is already accepted 'f'or other States of the 
former Russian Empire, such as the Far-East and the Cauca.sian Republics, and 
there is no reason why the Ukraine, alone, should be denied a similar treatment , 

The new Sonder-Katalog now lists or mentions 'f'or the 'f'irst time some of 
the issues produced in 1919/20 by various Ukrainian authorities established in 
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districts under temporary Polish Occupation, such as the 1920 Field Post 
overprints, the Kowel occupation provisionals, etc. The elusive Kharkov Type VI, 
used copies of which invariably show 1919 dates, is now correctly described as 
a Soviet issue ( the only cover known to this reviewer appears to indicate that 
these two stamps were probably required for registered letters and money orders 
at a time when ordinary letters were carried free of charge) . The same applies 
no doubt to several other of the so-called "Local" issues, the few known examples 
of which mostly originate from money orders of' the Soviet period. Apart from 
these special Trident overprints, Dr. Seichter rightly mentions other issues 
belonging to the Ukrainian S.S.R., such as the 1920 "RUB" surcharges of Kharkov, 
but their listing apparently will have to wait until the next edition. 

The inclusion of a few prominent shades of' the basic stamps is another 
commendable step forward. Dr. Seichter stresses in the book that more mades 
will be listed in future editions as and when their relative degree of' scarcity 
can be established, and he evidently is well aware of the importance of these 
shades in determining the status ana date of production of' soire of the Trident 
overprints. 

The detailed treatirent of Kiev Type I is perhaps the 100st valuable 
feature of this new edition, from the point of' view of the student. The 
characteristics of the various multi-stamps of this type, which so far had only 
been known to a few privileged members of the U .P. V. , are fully described and 
illustrated, and made available f'orthe first time to all collectors of the 
Ukraine. Some of these multi-stamps, such as the 7-stamps of Zhitomir and the 

10-stamps of Chernigov, are of great rarity. It can be expected that the mu1 ti-stamps 
of Kharkov, Yekaterinoslav and Poltava will also receive an adequate treatirent 
in future editions. 

The special "Local" issues have been regrouped in a more rational way, 
while additional chapters are devoted to the postal stationery, and to other 
postal material of' this troubled period, among which the "Sovietised" postcards 
of' the Ukrainian S.S.R. (some of' which are illustrated) deserve special mention. 

Prices are given in the stabilised "Deutscbmark" currency, while, in 
the 1947 edition, they were in d.evaluated "Reichsmarks". The Deutschmark is 
worth a Swiss Franc, · or approximately 20 pence Sterling. This means that some 
arithmetic becoires necessary for a comparison of the new prices with those of' 
the former edition. The conversion is further complicated by the fact that 
prices in the 1947 edition were indicated as nett, while, in the 1956 edition, 
there has been a reversion to the practice, very popular in Germany, of pricing 
stamps according to a so-called "catalogue" value, valid for exchange purposes, 
and of indicating the ratio thereof which represents the actual "selling price" 
of the stamps. It is stated in the book that this ratio is 25% of the •catalogue" 
price. In other words, each Deutschmar.k has to be reckoned as representing a 
nett "selling price" of' 5d. only. As the former "nett" prices in Reichsmarks 
were reckoned at 1 Dollar U.S. (say 7/-) per 100 Reichsmarks, they amounted to 
slightly less than 1 d. per Reichsmark, so that the actual basis fbr comparison 
between the 191+ 7 and 1 956 editions is that 6 Marks of the f'onner are equal to 
1 Mark of' the latter. · (For comparison of' prices between the new Sonder-Katalog 
and Roberts' Ukraine Handbooks, 1 Mar.k in the Sonder-Katalog should be taken as 
equal to 5d.). 

When looking at the new prices in the light of' these equivalences, one 
finds that, with only one important exception (Podolia) , there has been a 
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general and very substantial all-round increase. The highest rises ( often 50~ 
or more) are in the so-called "Local" issues and other previously deprecated 
stamps, most or all of which are exceedingly hard to find, and will not be 
easier to obtain even at these new prices. Next in importance are the rises in 
the Kiev Type I group, followed by the other "classical" groups (except 
Podolia) , where very many stamps are priced at double or more the former level. 
Surprisingly, the Podolian group, where material is generally admi.tted to be 
much scarcer, shows no increases to speak of, and many of the s career varieties 
are heavily marked down. It is presumed that this unexpected trend is a result 
of the disa:ffection for this group among German specialists. 

While the new prices in the Sonder-Katal.og will no doubt please many 
colJe ctors, they raise a problem of more general interest which this reviewer 
feels ought to be mentioned here. This is the increasing disparity between 
prices ruling in Britain and Germany as regards Ukrainian stamps. At present 
levels, many Odessa Tridents are priced in Germany at up. to ten times the 
figures given in Roberts' Ukraine Handbook, while on the other hand Podolian 
Tridents are priced much higher in Roberts' Part IT than in the new Sonder
Katalog. Even when taking into consideration the particular factors of supply 
and demand inherent to each country, the disparity is too big under the normal 
conditions prevailing nowadays, when transfer of stamps from one country to the 
other is permi. tted within reasonable limits, so that any material in excess on 
one market could go to the other market where it reputedly should be in short 
supply. There ought to be some way out of this anomaly. 

The new Sonder-Katalog contains 103 pages, and is lavishly illustrated; 
I 

generally speaking, the Rotaprint process used has proved most satisfactory, and 
the text is easy to read. There are a few cases of careless handling by the 
printers: the prices in the columns are not always in perfect alignment and, 
although there is no cause for confusion, this makes their reading more 
difficult. The printers could easily have avoided this defect by inserting stops 
or commas between the figures and the dashes ( which replace the zeros). A few 
of the illustrations could have been clearer, but the printers are to replace 
them. The binding is not always perfect. These insignificant defects impair 
in no way the value of this work, which well deserves to be in the library of 
every collector of the Ukraine. 

So D. TCHILINGIITRD.N 
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